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1.

Introduction

Travel is a major contributor to our environmental footprint. Increasing the level of public transport use
is therefore an important goal. It is here that the Swedish Transport Administration has both a general
social responsibility and a responsibility for facilities in the traffic system that encourages more and
better use of public transport. Railway stations are important nodes in any transport system. How they
work and are experienced by travellers affects the development of public transport.
The way we travel is changing, and this has a knock-on effect on station functions. As labour market
regions become larger, commuting and daily travel have taken on a greater significance where stations
act as hubs. Physical travel is also being affected by the digital revolution. Much of the service and
information that used to be given by station staff have now been replaced by virtual functions in
computers or mobile devices. Modern travel assumes that travellers can manage on their own. This
increases the need for the physical reality of a station to be clear, and perceived as attractive to travellers
regardless of the nature of their journey.The Swedish Transport Administration has a well-defined role
in stations. This includes responsibility for, and the equipping of platforms and platform connections,
as well as the provision of information. The responsibilities that fall within the purview of the Swedish
Transport Administration with regard to these sites and functions are specified in a number of different
guidelines. However, these guidelines are essentially quantitative, only stating that the objects and
functions must be in place, not how they should be organised and coordinated as a whole, which is
important for achieving the desired result.
In 2012, the Swedish Transport Administration published the report ‘Railway Stations - Planning
Manual’ as a first step in the development and dissemination of current knowledge pertaining to the
planning and design of railway stations. This report sheds light on the subject and is addressed to both
the Administration’s own employees and other stakeholders involved in station-related work.
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The report you are currently reading, ‘Railway Stations – Layout Manual’, is an ‘expansion’ that aims
to provide Swedish Transport Administration employees with increased insights and opportunities
to promote quality in the design of the parts of the total station environment for which the Swedish
Transport Administration is responsible. Quality requirements and the outline design of a station’s
fixtures and structural components are described in more detail in a third report, ‘Railway Stations –
Design Profile Manual’.

PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

Space-creating platform roof with wood panelling, Uppsala station
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2.

Starting Points

A station environment contains many different parts and functions. Several parties are responsible for
ensuring that these parts and functions are in place, work together and are maintained.
For the passenger, a station is a totality. You change from train to bus, park your bike, buy a ticket and
a newspaper without thinking about who is responsible for what. However, the traveller’s experience
of travel is largely dependent on all parts and functions being integrated into a well-coordinated
environment. This is evident when such coordination does not work.
The Swedish Transport Administration’s responsibility for various functions associated with various
station sizes is defined into five station classes.
The Starting Points section aims to give an overview of the Swedish Transport Administration’s
role and area of responsibility, providing the basis for what is described here about how the
Administration must work with the formed environment within the framework of its areas of
responsibility in a station.
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PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

Light in stairwell creates a clear direction and visual contact with the ground floor, Triangeln station, Malmö
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2.1

A station - hub of increased travel

Station environment - a holistic entity
The area in and around a railway station is crawling
with people, all busy with various different errands.
The attractiveness of the entire station environment
is crucial in order to encourage more travellers to
use public transport, whether for daily commuting
or other types of trip. The Swedish Transport
Administration has, both as a community developer
and a developer and manager of station facilities, a
crucial role in the work of creating and maintaining
good station environments. This applies to both
existing and new installations.
Planning, designing and building station
environments is a complex task, where highly
technical systems have to interact with the
immediate environment. Many players with
different responsibilities have to collaborate in
order to achieve common goals. To be successful,
travellers - people who use a station environment in
different ways - must be the focus these operators’
efforts. For the passenger, a station is a totality.

8
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The role and responsibility of the Swedish Transport
Administration in the bigger picture
A prerequisite for creating a good overall
environment is that each party is responsible for a
clearly defined piece of the puzzle. This makes it
easier to take personal responsibility and to work
together towards the goal of achieving a wellfunctioning whole.
The Swedish Transport Administration clarified
its role in Guideline TDOK 2015: 0085 “Ownership,
management responsibility and allocation of costs
within the Swedish Transport Administration’s
area of responsibility in stations”. It defines the
Administration’s functional responsibility for the
following areas.
•
•
•

Platforms and fixtures
Connections and fixtures
Traffic information fixtures

Installations associated with this functional
responsibility must be owned and managed by the
Swedish Transport Administration.

Financing of this is reported in TDOK 2015: 0085,
which describes what costs the Swedish Transport
Administration pays. In addition, an analysis must
be carried out between the players.
The ‘Station Environment’ report you are currently
reading aims to define the qualitative requirements
of the environments in a station that are important
for travellers and fall under the purview of the
Swedish Transport Administration. The idea is
that if the Swedish Transport Administration is
responsible for good sub-environments, it will,
working in conjunction with other stakeholders,
make it easier to create and maintain a good overall
standard.
Focus on the traveller and the goal of encouraging
more expansive and better use of public transport
are common to all stakeholders involved in the
planning, construction and operation of railway
stations.

The Swedish Transport
Administration’s ownership and
management responsibilities at a
station must be clarified early on in
the process as a basis for dialogue
with other operators.

12 (32)
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2.2

Railway stations in different
environments - station classes

About station classes
Guideline TDOK 2013: 0685 Stations’ basic functions and classification 2.0, revised in 2017, specifies what must fall within the Swedish Transport
Administration’s areas of responsibility at stations
divided into different classes. The guideline divides stations into five classes. The divisions are
based on the volume of travellers and the size of
the town/city in question. Based on these factors,
some variations may need to be applied: e.g. stations
that handle a large number of commuters or a large
proportion of tourists.

DokumentID

Ev. ärendenummer

Version

TDOK 2013:0685

[Ärendenummer]

2.0

De gränser mellan stationsklasser som baseras på resenärsantal har bestämts utifrån tillgänglig
statistik över antal resenärer per årsmedeldygn (inte resenärsantal per vardagsmedeldygn, som
normalt är högre.)
Ortsstorlek
De kvantitativa gränserna för ortsstorlek avser befolkningsmängd i tätort. Uppgifter om
befolkningsmängd i tätort kan i vissa fall vara missvisande eftersom tätorter kan omfatta flera
kommuner och i praktiken flera stationer. Ortsstorlek kan i sådana fall bestämmas utifrån uppgifter
om invånarantal i kommunen, eller annan bedömning av stationens upptagningsområde.
Class

Ground for classification

1

The country’s biggest stations in a metropolis:
serve all types of passengers

2

Big station:
(1) Station with large passenger flows
and/or

Indicative quantitative limits

“Large passenger
flows”
(Boarding
passengers YMD):
>3000

“Big region” (suburb);
>50,000

“Medium
passenger flows”
Boarding
passengers YMD):
1,000 – 3,000

“Medium-sized
region” (suburb):
25,000 – 50,000

Small passenger
flows
Boarding
passengers YMD):
250-1,000

“Small
region” (suburb):
5,000 – 25,000

(2) Station in central locations in big regions

3

Medium-sized station:
(1) Station with medium passenger flows:

Station class must be determined
at an early stage in the process
in order to form the basis of the
Action Selection Study, Railway
System Requirements, function
reports, in-depth investigations,
concretisations, orders and
Requirements and Advice.

and/or
(2) Station in medium region

4

Small station
(1) Station with small passenger flows
and/or
(2) Station in small regions

5

Small stations: maintains a minimum level for
train travel.
Stations with small passenger flows and in small
regions.

Small passenger
flows
Boarding
passengers YMD):
<250

“Small region” (suburb)
or outside suburb:
<5,000

Excerpt from TDOK 2013:0685 Stations’ basic functions and classification 2.0
Vid större ombyggnad eller nybyggnad av en station är det viktigt att ta höjd för stationens potential i
form av framtida ökat antal resenärer, både när det gäller utformning i stort och i utbudet av
RAILWAY
STATIONS
– LAYOUT MANUAL
- 2. STARTING POINTS
basfunktionerna, t ex omfattning av plattformstak. Både ortens
storlek
och prognosticerat
framtida
resande bör beaktas.
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2.3

Stations’ basic functions

The following tables from the Guidelines show
what must be in place as basic functions within the
Swedish Transport Administration’s responsibilities
at stations in the five different classes. The
Guidelines are inherently quantitative and state
that the functions/fixtures must be in place. This
document describes the basic functions of the
platform and the platform connections must be
organised and coordinated in order to provide
spatial qualities and deliver a good experience to
the traveller.

16 (33)
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On the
platform

Function/fixtures

Platform roof
Fixed
structural objects

Safety

Waiting area incl.
fixtures
Shelters incl.
fixtures
Seating
Lighting
Space for ticket
vending machine
/card reader
reader
Space for
wheelchair lifts
Gates/demarcation
at end of platform
Demarcation upon
platform call

TSI

1 2 3 4 5
x x x x
x x x

TSI

x x x x x

TSI

x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x

TSI

DokumentID

Ev. ärendenummer

Version

Trafikinformationsutrustning
I de mer komplexa spårsystemen och med plattformens ökade betydelse är trafikinformation på
plattformar helt nödvändig för den trygga och effektiva resan och för bytet mellan tåg. Utrustningen
för den dynamiska trafikinformationen för resan och utrustning för den vägledande
skyltinformationen ska vara enhetlig. På stationer där byte sker mellan olika tåg är det speciellt viktigt
att ha flertågsdisplayer och pratorer i anslutning till resenärsflödet för avstigande resenärer.
Detaljerad information finns i Trafikverkets styrande och vägledande dokument, såsom BVS 728
”Standard för trafikinformationsutrustning”, TRV 2012:002 ”Grafisk utformning – Fast
trafikinformation på stationer”, ”Trafikinformationsutrustning på järnvägsstationer Krav”,
”Trafikinformationsutrustning på järnvägsstationer Råd” och TRV 2015/66539 ”Projekteringshandbok
för uppgradering av trafikinformationsutrustning nationellt”.

TSI

TSI

Basic functions of the platform
The platform environment has become an
increasingly important element of travel,
particularly as the current buzzword for travellers
is “quick and easy”. Being on the platform is not an
end in itself, as changing times should be as short as
possible. However, with
short changing times and 19 (33)
RIKTLINJE
more efficient travel, passengers spend more and
TDOK 2013:0685
[Ärendenummer]
2.0
more
time waiting on the
platform. Functions
and
fixtures oonPlacering
the avplatform
are geared towards safety,
plattformsförbindelse och entréfunktionen påverkar säkerheten och
kapaciteten hos plattformen. Den kan tömmas snabbare om upp- och nedgångar
information
and
comfort.
ligger centralt och/eller där flest tåg stannar.

x x x x x
x x x x x
X

X

X

On the
platform

On the
platform

x x

Dynamic traffic
information

Fixed static
signage

Function/fixtures
Clock

TSI

Loudspeaker
Platform signage
Multi-train display or
equivalent for real
time information
about rail services
Intercom / interactive
terminal
Station name

TSI

Track number sign
Direction signs
Car location signs

TSI

TSI

x x x x x

TSI

x x x x x

TSI

x x x x x
x x x
x x x

TSI

 Plattformstak ska finnas på stationer i klass 1–4.
Dynamisk trafikinformation
Excerpt
TDOK
2013:0685
Stations’
basic
functions
and classification
2.0.
o from
Plattformstak
har en
funktion som väderskydd
för resenär
och skydd
för
På de minsta stationerna kan undantag göras om det exempelvis saknas elanslutning till plattformen.

o
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trappor, rulltrappor och hissar. Utsträckning längs plattformen ger en
spridning av resenärer som underlättar på- och avstigning och gynnar
punktligheten. Utbredningen av tak verkar också som en avgränsning för
förväntade resenärs funktioner Plattformstak påverkar drift frågor,
exempelvis snöröjning.
Omfattning av plattformstak ska relateras till stations klass – mängden
resenärer, antal entréer, trafik lägen på plattform (A- och B- lägen). I
bedömningen av omfattningen av tak på plattformen kan stationens funktion,
exempelvis utpräglad pendelstation, vägas in. Större stationer kan ha tak längs
hela plattformen och mindre stationer kan ha tak uppdelat i flera mindre
enheter.

RAILWAY STATIONS – LAYOUT MANUAL - 2. STARTING POINTS



Ur/klocka ska finnas på stationer i klass 1 - 5.



Högtalare ska finnas på stationer i klass 1 - 5 (TSD).



Plattformsskylt ska finnas på stationer i klass 1 - 3 (TSD).

o

o

DokumentID

Ev. ärendenummer

Version

TDOK 2013:0685

[Ärendenummer]

2.0

Split-level
connection
incl. stairs
up / down

TDOK 2010:21_Mall Riktlinje v. 2.0

Fixed
structural
sections

TSI
Function/fixtures
Integrated if it passes
over the tracks

1 2 3 4 5
x x x

Integrated staircase
and lift package
Staircase
Lifts connecting the
level difference
between the ground
and platform
Ramp between level
difference and ground
level/platform where
there is no staircase +
lift

TSI

x x x x

TSI
TSI

x x x x x
x x x

TSI

x x x x x

Escalator
Space for ticket
vending machine /
card reader

TSI

x x
x x x x x

Seat
Lighting

TSI

x x x
x x x x x

TSI



Förbindelse över spår ska vara inbyggd på stationer i klass 1 – 3.
o Inbyggda planskilda plattformsförbindelser ger förbättrad möjlighet att vänta
närmare tåget, vilket ger ökad punktlighet och fungerar som väderskydd. Det är
samtidigt en säkerhetsåtgärd som motverkar suicid och ger ett skydd mot halka.
Inbyggnader och inglasning förenklar förvaltningen, till exempel snöröjning, och
skyddar väderkänsliga tekniska funktioner såsom rulltrappor. Inbyggda planskilda
plattformsförbindelser ska ge resenären god överblick, orienterbarhet, säkerhet och
trygghet, bland annat genom inglasning.



Hissar ska alltid byggas in och trapphus ska byggas in på stationer i klass 1 - 4 (TSD).
o På stationer i klass 5 byggs trapphus in efter bedömt behov. Inbyggnader och
inglasning förenklar förvaltningen av väderkänsliga tekniska funktioner, och det är en
säkerhetsåtgärd som skyddar mot halka och motverkar suicid. Inbyggnaden ska
utformas för god överblick, orienterbarhet, säkerhet och trygghet genom inglasning.



Trappor ska finnas på stationer i klass 1 - 5 (TSD).
o Trappor ska finnas för att ta upp nivå skillnader enligt nationell lagstiftning. Ramper
och trappor längs vägen till och från tåget är avgörande för framkomligheten för
personer med funktionsnedsättning. Enligt TSD-PRM ska det alltid finnas en

För snabba byten och vid störningar i trafiken är ur/klockor nödvändig utrustning.
Klockan kan i klass 4 - 5 vara inbyggd i flertågsdisplayen.

På stationer i klass 4 - 5 är flertågsdisplay att föredra framför en plattformsskylt som
endast visar nästa tåg.

22 (33)
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1 2 3 4 5
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x
x x x x x

TSI

For reasons of safety, split-level platform
connections are essential features of new stations.
Existing stations have been extensively rebuilt and
supplemented with split-level platform connections.
Split-levels impose new demands on accessibility,
but also afford new opportunities to organise a
station environment and offer qualities to the
traveller.

Basic functions of the information hub
An information hub is important in travellers’
interactions with a station and can act as the
RIKTLINJE
designated meeting point
for escorting persons
with
disabilities.
TDOK 2013:0685
[Ärendenummer]
2.0

Basic functions in the tables are
minimum levels that must be
satisfied. More functions can be
updated by the Swedish Transport
Administration or through
collaboration with other players.

DokumentID

Ev. ärendenummer

o
o

Version

På stationer i klass 4–5 är enkel 3-knapps och/eller 1-knapps utgångspunkten, men
lämplig typ ska bedömas med utgångspunkt från trafiken.
Mer information, se "Pratorer” i ”Projekteringshandboken för trafikinformationsutrustning”.

26 (33)

Basic functions - replacement services and a station
building
In order to be able to maintain smooth traffic flow
during periods of service disruption, replacement
bus services are usually required. For this to
function smoothly, there must be clear signposts
showing travellers where they can find replacement
buses.

Fast statisk skyltning

25 (33)
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DokumentID

Ev. ärendenummer

Version

TDOK 2013:0685

[Ärendenummer]

2.0

o



Inbyggda planskilda plattformsförbindelser är en säkerhetsåtgärd som motverkar
suicid, och rätt placerad motverkar den farliga genvägar över spår och ger även ett
skydd mot halka.
Hiss till plattform ska alltid placeras i plattformens längdriktning.
o För säker in- och utgång ska dörren placeras vinkelrätt mot plattformens
längdriktning, för att eliminera risken för att rullstolar, barnvagnar eller bagage rullar
ned i spåret.

Split-level
connection
incl. stairs
up / down

Dynamic traffic
information

Fixed static
signage

TSI
Function / fixtures
Multi-train display or TSI
equivalent for real
time information about
rail services

1 2
x x

Entrance sign at each TSI
staircase/lift to the
platforms

x x

Intercom/Interactive
terminal
Tactile track number
sign

TSI

x x

x

x x

TSI

x x

x

x x

Direction sign

TSI

x x

3
x

x

Taktil spårnummerskylt ska finnas på stationer i klass 1–5 (TSD)
o Taktil skyltning är en viktig basfunktion för synskadade personer. De får möjlighet att
hitta vägen till tåget via taktila spårnummerskyltar och med hjälp av en vägvisning via
en taktil områdeskarta.



Hänvisningsskyltar ska finnas på stationer i klass 1–5 (TSD).
o Om det finns planskild förbindelse på stationer i klass 4–5, ska det också finnas
hänvisningsskyltar som utgår från platsens förutsättningar, exempelvis att det finns
flera utgångar.

7.3

Resenärsfunktioner på informationsknutpunkt

Information
point

x x



Flertågsdisplay eller motsvarande för realtidsinformation om tågtrafik ska finnas på stationer i
klass 1 - 3 (TSD).



Entréskylt vid trappa eller hiss till plattformar ska finnas på stationer i klass 1 - 2, om det finns
upp- eller nedgångar till fler än två plattformar från gångförbindelsen (TSD).

Prator/ interaktiv terminal finns som flera typer, beroende på graden av visuell och audiovisuell
information: stor prator med bildskärm för inomhus bruk i stationshus eller
plattformsförbindelse, stor prator utan bildskärm för inomhus- och utomhus bruk, liten prator
med tre knappar och liten prator med en knapp. De två mindre utan bildskärm är för utomhus
bruk. Ledstråk till pratorer ska alltid finnas. För mer information, se ”Pratorer,
Projekteringshandbok för uppgradering av trafikinformationsutrustning – nationellt”.
Prator/ interaktiv terminal ska finnas på stationer klass 1-5 (TSD)
o Typ av prator och alternativ placeringen på plattform, eller i förbindelse och/ eller vid
informationsknutpunkt ska bedömas efter vilken station som är aktuell och utifrån
följande kriterier: 1) Hur mycket information ska förmedlas? 2) Finns stationshus/

1 2 3 4 5
x x x x

TSI

x x x x x

TSI

x x x x
x x x

TSI

Fixed static
signage

Tactile orientation
map (of station area)

TSI

Meeting point
for attendants

TSI
Direction signs to
tracks, platforms, lifts
and other railway
functions
TSI
Marker signs for
attendants

Dynamic traffic
information

28 (33)
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TSI

Function/fixtures
Multi-train display or
equivalent for real
time rail service
information
Intercom/Interactive
terminal
Clock
Loudspeaker

4 5

Dynamisk trafikinformation





x x x

DokumentID

Ev. ärendenummer

Version

TDOK 2013:0685

[Ärendenummer]

2.0

Replacement
service
In a station
building
In traveller flow *

x x x

Function/fixtures

TSI

1 2 3 4 5

Fixed static
signage
Fixed static
signage

Direction sign

TSI

x x x x x

Direction signs to
railway functions

TSI

x x

Dynamic
traffic
information

Clock

x x x x x

TSI
Loudspeaker
Multi-train display for
real time train
information

x x x x x
x x x x x

x x x x x

*Resenärsflöde avser resenärens väg genom stationshuset för järnvägsfunktioner till och från tåg.

Informationsknutpunkten ligger i anslutning till ankomstzonen, så långt möjligt inom Trafikverkets
ansvarsområde. Funktionen är ”samlade informationskanaler för resan på en plats”. Vilka kanaler

TDOK 2010:21_Mall Riktlinje v. 2.0

*In this context, “traveller flow” refers to the traveller’s route through a station
building for train functions to and from the train.

Hänvisningsskylt till hållplats för ersättningstrafik ska finnas på stationer i klass 1–5, och vara inom
Trafikverkets ansvarsområde. Skyltningen kan uteslutas för stationer i klass 4–5 om hållplatsen är
tydligt annonserad och lätt att hitta från plattformen. Hänvisningsskylt kan uteslutas även i klass 2–3
om hållplatsen är mycket tydligt annonserad och mycket lätt att hitta från plattformen.
I stationshus – skyltning i resenärsflödet
Trafikverket äger och förvaltar inga stationshus. Det är främst aktörer som Jernhusen, kommuner,
regionala kollektiva organisationer och privata som äger stationshus. För enhetlig skyltning ska
Trafikverkets standarder för fasta skyltar användas. Trafikverkets ramavtal för skyltar är öppet för
samtliga aktörer att använda.

RAILWAY
– LAYOUT
MANUAL
- 2. STARTING
POINTS
Trafikverket
har dockSTATIONS
ett ansvar för dynamisk
trafikinformation
i resenärens
väg genom stationshusen
- till och från järnvägsfunktioner (i resenärsflödet*).
Fast statisk skyltning


Hänvisningsskyltar till järnvägsfunktioner ska finnas på stationer i klass 1–5.
o

Ansvaret för fasta skyltar följer fastighetsägandet, det vill säga att ägaren av

11

2.4

Guidelines and manuals

In addition to the aforementioned guidelines
pertaining to the role of the Swedish Transport
Administration and Base Functions and
Classification, there are a number of guidelines and
documents that govern and provide the basis for the
Administration’s work with station facilities. Here
are a few examples of such documents. It should be
noted that this is a work in progress and that several
of the documents are being continuously updated
and revised.

- TDOK 2013: 0651 ‘Light Fittings’

1

- TDOK 2014: 0686 ‘Track Superstructure Platforms. Geometrical requirements for new
construction and remodelling.’
- ‘Swedish Transport Administration advertising
policy.’

12
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1 (33)

RIKTLINJE
DokumentID

Dokumentdatum

Version

TDOK 2013:0685

2017-04-26

2.0

cPLnpu

2017-05-01

Fastställt av

KRAV

Belysningsarmaturer

Gäller från

Ersätter

TDOK 2013:0685, vers 1.0

Skapat av

Ersatt av

Lena Lingqvist PLkva

TDOK 2013:0685, vers 2.0

Stationers basfunktioner och klassindelning

TDOK 2013:0651
Version 5.0
2015-06-01

TMALL 0202 Riktlinje v 2.0

Current guidelines and manuals

- TDOK 2015: 0085 ‘Guideline for the ownership,
management responsibility and allocation of costs
within the Swedish Transport Administration’s area
of responsibility at stations.’

- TDOK 2013: 0685 ‘Stations’ base functions and
classification 2.’

- ‘Report on the design of the physical environment
in a station for people with disabilities.’

- TDOK 2015: 0066 ‘Lighting in the railway
environment.’

RAPPORT
Utformning av den fysiska miljön på stationer
för personer med funktionsnedsättning

RÅD

Belysning i järnvägsmiljö
Framsida - denna sida
byts ut mot framsidespdf

TDOK 2015:0066
Version 1.0
2015-04-01

- TDOK 2015: 0065 ‘Lighting in the railway
environment.’

KRAV

Belysning i järnvägsmiljö
TDOK 2015:0065
Version 1.0
2015-04-01

- ‘Railway Stations - Planning Manual.’ (Swedish
version: Stationshandbok)

- ‘Sign Manual.’

GRAFISK UTFORMNING

Fast trafikinformation på stationer
2012-05-02

TRV 2012:002

- ‘Improvement of station environments.’

Stationshandbok
2013-04-02

Förbättring av stationsmiljöer
ett antal exempel

The latest version of the guidelines
must be applied. Swedish Transport
Administration guidelines are continuously subject to revision.
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2.5

Formed station environment

Swedish Transport Administration’s architecture
policy
The Swedish Transport Administration is engaged,
on an on-going basis, in developing an Action
Programme for Architecture. Within the framework
of this programme, a policy has been produced
for how the Swedish Transport Administration
works with architectural issues. The principal aim
set out in this policy is for the Swedish Transport
Administration to create systems and environments
that are efficient, durable and beautiful. It also
stresses that the Administration’s approach must
seek to ensure good architecture.
Coordination and a shaped whole
This document ‘Railway Stations – Layout
Manual’ must also be seen as part of efforts to
ensure good architecture. Good architecture is
primarily achieved through proper coordination
of all constituent components in an environment.
Therefore, it is only natural to emphasise the whole
in different station environments and how the
various constituent components work together to
form a good, holistic picture. If the aforementioned
guidelines on basic functions and station class
talked about what must be included on a platform,

14
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platform connection etc., this report indicates how
these are interrelated and must be organised so that
together they provide a good environment for the
traveller.

TRVs ARCHITECTURAL POLICY
DESIGN PROFILE MANUAL

PLANNING MANUAL

This report does not replace any other document
that relates to sub-aspects such as accessibility,
signage and information.

RAILWAY STATIONS –
LAYOUT MANUAL

REPORTS

In order to correctly apply different sub-guidelines
in context, knowledge about the importance of
coordination and holistics must be a starting point.
Checking that all constituent parts are included is
not enough to create good environments. It also
requires coordination and a well-designed whole.
The goal is to create well-designed spaces where
travellers can feel comfortable: spaces that convey
security and that easily point the traveller in the
right direction. They must also provide a sense of
identity and travellers should be able to recognise
themselves in a station environment.
In addition to the fact that the environment as a
whole provides a sense of identity, this identity can
be enhanced by certain objects, and functions are

DOCUMENTS

GUIDE LINES

given a special design that is repeated, providing
uniformity in many stations. To this end, this report
will be followed up with a profile programme in
which these objects and functions are described in
more detail.

2.6

The size and location of station

The aspects of the design of station environments
presented in this report must always be taken into
account during the renovation and new construction
of railway stations. How these requirements and
recommendations are applied and the scope of the
various measures depend on the context, in which a
station is located, and its size.
On the basis of clear responsibility for certain station
features, the Swedish Transport Administration,
together with other stakeholders, can work to
find well-functioning holistic solutions. By having
ambition and expertise in the coordination and
design of their own operations, the Swedish
Transport Administration actively contributes to a
well-functioning, sustainable and beautiful station
environment.

Three typical situations with respect to location in
relation to land
Some key differences in respect of the design of
station environments can be seen depending on
whether the tracks are on the ground, on a bridge
above the surrounding land or below ground.

ON THE GROUND

This report only addresses the situation where the
tracks are located on the ground.
Stations with tracks on a bridge have other criteria for
elements such as arrivals, entrances and platforms.
Stations located below ground have, in many respects,
other criteria that require specialist knowledge and
solutions.
ON BRIDGE

BELOW GROUND
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Three typical situations with regard to size
The following three illustrations show three typical
situations, starting with TRV’s TDOK 2013: 0685
Station basic functions and classification 2.0.
Station Class 2
The first Illustration illustrates a station in a large
town with significant passenger flows, station class
2. In such a situation, a working station environment
contains a large amount of functions. The Swedish
Transport Administration is responsible for a
number of elements, including passages over tracks,
escalators, lifts etc.

PLATFORM EQUIPMENT
-PLATFORM ROOF
-WAITING AREA INCLUDING EQUIPMENT
TSI
-SHELTER INCLUDING EQUIPMENT
TSI
-SEATING
TSI
-LIGHTING
TSI
-PLACE FOR TICKET MACHINES

TSI

CONNECTIONS UNDER THE TRACKS
TSI
-BUILT-IN STAIR AND LIFT PACKAGE, ESCALATOR
TSI
-PLACE FOR TICKET CARD READER
TSI
-SEATING AND LIGHTING
-DYNAMIC TRANSPORT INFORMATION EQUIPMENT FOR EXAMPLE
TSI
DIGITALKERS, LOUDSPEAKERS, REAL-TIME DISPLAY
-PERMANENT SIGNAGE FOR EXAMPLE STATION NAME,
TSI
TRACK NUMBER, ETC.

INFORMATION ON THE PLATFORM
TSI
-DYNAMIC TRANSPORT INFORMATION EQUIPMENT
-PERMANENT SIGNAGE FOR EXAMPLE STATION NAME,
TRACK NUMBER, ETC.
TSI

RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FEATURES:
Responsibility of the Transport Administration
Other important features that are the responsibility of the other players, for instance:
The industry’s responsibility (RCM, operators)
The property owners’ responsibility
Other players/municipality
Commercial player
TSI
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Governed by TSI for the disabled

BUILT-IN PASSAGE ABOVE THE TRACKS
TSI
-BUILT-IN STAIR AND LIFT PACKAGE, ESCALATOR
TSI
-PLACE FOR TICKET CARD READER
TSI
-SEATING AND LIGHTING
-DYNAMIC TRANSPORT INFORMATION EQUIPMENT
TSI
FOR EXAMPLE, DIGI-TALKERS, REAL-TIME DISPLAY
-PERMANENT SIGNAGE, FOR EXAMPLE DIRECTIONAL SIGNS TO
TRACKS
TSI

BICYCLE PARKING

THE STATION BUILDING
-TICKET BOOTH
-TOILET INCLUDING AT LEAST ONE DISABLED TOILET
-SHOPS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
TRV IS RESPONSIBLE FOR SOME TRANSPORT INFORMATION

SUBSTITUTE TRANSPORT WITH THE
BUS STOP SIGNAGE, TRANSPORT
INFORMATION EQUIPMENT, ETC.
(TRV IS RESPONSIBLE FOR SIGNAGE)

ANGÖRING
TILL
PLATTFORM
DEMARCATED
APPROACH
TOAVGRÄNSAD
THE PLATFORM

PLACE FOR THE DISABLED

TSI

TSI

KISS-N-RIDE

CAR PARKING

TRANSFER POINT FOR BUS WITH INFORMATION
EQUIPMENT, LIGHTING, ETC.

INFORMATION NODE
TSI
-DISPLAY FOR REAL TIME INFORMATION
TSI
-INTERACTIVE TERMINAL/DIGI-TALKER
TSI
-CLOCK
TSI
-LOUDSPEAKER
TSI
-TACTILE ORIENTATION MAP OVER THE STATION AREA
-MEETING PLACE FOR ESCORT WITH INDICATION SIGN AND SEATING
-DIRECTION SIGNS TO TRACKS AND OTHER STATION FUNCTIONS

TSI

FENCING BETWEEN TRACKS

TSI

The picture illustrates an example of the basic features at a station of station class 2, for complete basic features, see TDOK 2013:0685 Stations’ basic features and classification 2.0
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Station Class 3
This illustration shows a typical situation with a
medium-sized station, class 3. The Swedish Transport Administration’s station function responsibility
is basically the same as in the larger station, but the
whole is often less complex and contains fewer subfunctions.

INFORMATION NODE
TSI
-DISPLAY FOR REAL TIME INFORMATION
TSI
-INTERACTIVE TERMINAL/DIGI-TALKER
TSI
-CLOCK
TSI
-LOUDSPEAKER
TSI
-TACTILE ORIENTATION MAP OVER THE STATION AREA
-MEETING PLACE FOR ESCORT WITH INDICATION SIGN AND SEATING
-DIRECTION SIGNS TO TRACKS AND OTHER STATION FUNCTIONS

PLATFORM EQUIPMENT
-PLATFORM ROOF
TSI
-WAITING AREA INCLUDING EQUIPMENT
TSI
-SHELTER INCLUDING EQUIPMENT
TSI
-SEATING
TSI
-LIGHTING
TSI
-PLACE FOR TICKET VENDING MACHINE

RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FEATURES:
Responsibility of the Transport Administration
Other important features that are the
responsibility of the other players, for instance:
The industry’s responsibility (RCM, operators)
The property owners’ responsibility
Other players/municipality
Commercial player
TSI
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Governed by TSI for the disabled

TSI

STATION BUILDING
(TRV IS RESPONSIBLE FOR SOME TRANSPORT
INFORMATIONEQUIPMENT)

INFORMATION ON THE PLATFORM
TSI
-DYNAMICTRANSPORT INFORMATION EQUIPMENT
-PERMANENT SIGNAGE FOR E.G. STATION NAME, TRACK
TSI
NUMBER, ETC.

TRANSFER POINT FOR BUS WITH INFORMATION
EQUIPMENT, LIGHTING, ETC.

PLACE FOR THE DISABLED

TSI

KISS-N-RIDE

CAR PARKING

SUBSTITUTE TRANSPORT WITH
BUS STOP SIGNAGE, TRANSPORT
INFORMATION EQUIPMENT, ETC.
(TRV IS RESPONSIBLE FOR BUS
STOP SIGNAGE)

FENCING BETWEEN TRACKS

CONNECTIONS UNDER THE TRACKS
TSI
-BUILT-IN STAIR AND LIFT PACKAGE, ESCALATOR
TSI
-PLACE FOR TICKET CARD READER
TSI
-SEATING AND LIGHTING
-DYNAMIC TRANSPORT INFORMATION EQUIPMENT FOR EXAMPLE,
DIGI-TALKERS, REAL-TIME DISPLAY
TSI
-PERMANENT SIGNAGE, FOR EXAMPLE DIRECTIONAL SIGNS TO THE
TSI
TRACKS, ETC.

TSI

BICYCLE PARKING

ANGÖRING
TILL
PLATTFORM
DEMARCATED
APPROACH
TOAVGRÄNSAD
THE PLATFORM

TSI

The picture illustrates an example of the basic features at a station of station class 3, for complete basic features, see TDOK 2013:0685 Stations’ basic features and classification 2.0
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Station Class 5
The third typical situation, station class 5, shows an
entity that is less complex. The functions of a station,
for which the Swedish Transport Administration is
responsible, provide the requisite level of safety and
comfort, but do not feature all the measures shown
in the other two typical situations. In contrast to
station class 4, station class 5 stations do not feature
platform roofs.

SUBSTITUTE TRANSPORT WITH STOP SIGNAGE, TRANSPORT
INFORMATION EQUIPMENT, ETC.
(TRV IS RESPONSIBLE FOR BUS STOP SIGNAGE)

TRANSFER POINT FOR BUS WITH INFORMATION
EQUIPMENT, LIGHTING, ETC.

RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FEATURES:
Responsibility of the Transport Administration
Other important features that are the
responsibility of the other players, for instance:
The industry’s responsibility (RCM, operators)
The property owners’ responsibility
Other players/municipality
Commercial player
TSI

20
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Governed by TSI for the disabled

INFORMATION NODE
-DISPLAY FOR REAL TIME INFORMATION ON TRAIN TRAFFIC
TSI
-CLOCK
-MEETING PLACE FOR ESCORT WITH INDICATION SIGN
TSI
-INDICATION SIGN AND SEATING

PLATFORM EQUIPMENT
TSI
-SHELTER INCLUDING EQUIPMENT
TSI
-SEATING
TSI
-LIGHTING
TSI
-PLACE FOR TICKET MACHINE

TSI

PLACE FOR THE DISABLED

TSI

KISS-N-RIDE

CAR PARKING

DEMARCATED ACCESS TO PLATFORM

INFORMATION ON THE PLATFORM
-DYNAMIC TRANSPORT INFORMATION EQUIPMENT
-PERMANENT SIGNAGE FOR E.G. STATION NAME,
TSI
TRACK

TSI

TSI

FENCING BETWEEN TRACKS

TSI

The picture illustrates an example of the basic features at a station of station class 5, for complete basic features, see TDOK 2013:0685 Stations’ basic features and classification 2.0
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3.

A Station Through the Traveller’s Eyes

In a well-functioning station environment, the traveller must not feel as though there are any
administrative boundaries. Trips or changes must flow as easily and naturally as possible, both during
arrival and upon departure.
Chapter 3 sets out the qualitative aspects of a station environment from the perspective of the
traveller, regardless of the principal responsible for the various functions. The ambition is for the
Swedish Transport Administration, having responsibility for the traveller, to have extensive knowledge
about what contributes to a good entity, even if the Administration’s primary responsibility for a
station’s systems and functions is limited to certain well-defined elements.
Chapter 4 provides more detailed proposals regarding platforms and platform connections. For these
parts of the overall station environment, the Swedish Transport Administration’s remit extends to
installations and maintenance.

22
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PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

Good environment with shelters and lighting for waiting on the platform, Umeå Östra

Traveller flow that requires good accessibility in the platform environment, Uppsala station
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3.1

Getting to a station for departure

The place - part of the city
Stations are meeting places. In many towns and
cities, a station and its location have influenced
the development of that city and acted as an
urban driver. Even in smaller towns, a station is an
important service point. The location of a station in
the city is important for the traveller’s experience of
closeness and accessibility. A station environment
that is bristling with urban life during large parts
of the day creates a sense of security. Therefore, a
station should be integrated into its surroundings so
that it interacts with, and enhances the natural flow
of the town and the area. Stations located on the
periphery require special efforts in order to provide
accessibility and security.
In newly built and renovated stations, station
entrances and passages to platforms are to be located
in relation to the surrounding streets and places in
order to create clarity and encourage both travel and
increased urban living adjacent to a station. More
stringent demands for split-level structures reduce
the number of railway crossings and passages that
occur as a station becomes increasingly important to
the life of the city.

24

Waiting with smooth changes
These days, many trips are what are known as
intermodal. In other words, the traveller switches
between different forms of transport (e.g. train and
bus) or is driven to a station by taxi or private car to
then catch a train. From the traveller’s perspective,
it is vital for these changes to take place smoothly.
This means that buses and cars must be able to wait
close to a station, and it must be clear how to get to
and from the train from these stops. Of course, there
must be signs, but a starting point in the design of a
station environment must be for the traveller to be
able to see where to go intuitively.
Nearby parking for cars and bikes
In the case of stations located on the periphery of
urban centres, many travellers arrive in their own
cars and need parking adjacent to the station. In the
case of stations located in the heart of major cities,
the parking of private cars may be offered to only a
limited extent and at a higher cost. At these stations,
arrival by bike is becoming increasingly common
and is creating a situation that needs to be resolved.
Traditionally, this has involved the allocation of
parking areas (small and large) outside a station.
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With an expected increase in the number of cyclists,
it is becoming necessary to find new solutions, with
indoor bike parking linked to a bicycle service as one
possible solution.
One development that stimulates a desirable
increase in the number of cyclists and the connection
between cyclists and public transportation assumes
that bikes can be parked in the immediate vicinity of
a station entrance and platform connections.
Visible entrances to a station
Station entrances must be designed in relation to
their surroundings so that they are visible and clear.
For entrances and platform connections that are
under the tracks, special attention may be required
in respect of the design of the surrounding land.
The city’s street network leads towards station
entrances
A station must relate to the city’s surrounding streets
and places in a natural way. When walking on a city
street towards a station, it should be natural to have
the station in sight.

From bus stops, taxi ranks and private car parking,
walkways must lead directly to a station’s entrance.
This may be implemented as a separate walkway or
as path marking on the site floor.
Clear signage
Even if the design leads towards a station, entrance
signs and information about connecting traffic are
required, all aimed at making the changes as efficient
as possible.

2.
2.
2.

1.

1. THE INFORMATION SIGNS ARE
LOCATED ACROSS THE DIRECTION
OF MOVEMENT, TO LEAD THE PASSENGERS TO THEIR DESTINATION.

PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

1.

MOVEMENT DIRECTION

1.

2. ANY ADVERTISEMENT IS PLACED
ALONG THE DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT, SO AS TO NOT INTERRUPT THE
FLOW.

Clear and well illuminated pedestrian path leads to the station, Falkenberg.

Schematic arrangement of signs
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3.2

Entrance and platform connection
below tracks

Entrance with identity
For most travellers, passages under the tracks also
form the entrance to a station. In such instances, the
traditional station building may be absent or only
have an ancillary function. Where passages under
the tracks function both as a platform connection
and a public thoroughfare through the town/city,
special attention must be paid to making the station’s
entrance particularly clear. In such instances, the
Swedish Transport Administration must consider
whether and, if so, how to create the identity of the
station and how that station interacts with the town/
city.
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Security, safety, accessibility
Underground passages in a station environment must
be inviting and encourage their use 24 hours a day.
Safety and security require that there are windows
and no hidden corners in the passage. Light is crucial
for the experience. Daylight should, where possible,
be channelled down into the passage. It contributes
to openness, orientation and a sense of security.
Light fittings must provide good illumination and be
highly reliable.
Objects in the passage must be transparent. This
means that lifts in the passage must be designed with
glass walls that afford a clear view along the passage.
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Information and tickets
Where a passage functions as the entrance to a
station, it is essential for the requisite information
about train departures and platform numbers to
be shown. This information is primary and must
not be obstructed by, for example, advertising and
information that does not relate to travel.
Ticket vending machines may be placed in the
passage or, alternatively, on platforms. Where they
are placed in the passage, it is important that their
location does not interfere with either traveller flows
or the general flow of people through the passage.
Ticket vending machines from different operators
must be coordinated so that their function is clear
and they are of an attractive design.

PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

Coordination with other flows and functions
Coordination with other flows and functions The
flow through a passage that acts as both a station
entrance and a city thoroughfare may attract
commercial interests. If you want to use the site
for advertising and commercial services, it must be
done in such a way that it does not impede travellers’
ability to find out information and understand the
situation. Advertising must not be placed facing
travellers head-on, but must be ancillary or placed
in other locations that are suitable for the purpose.
Particular care needs to be taken in thoroughfares
that allow bikes in order to avoid collisions between
cyclists and travellers in the passage.

Pedestrian walkway and platform connection in a single, clear space, Uppsala Station
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3.3

Entrance and platform connections
above tracks

Clear entrance building
Platform connections with bridges that go over the
tracks must be clearly visible in the immediate area
and displayed from a distance. However, the location
of the entrance to the connection may vary. In some
cases, it may be possible to connect the passage with
an older station building and to use the old station
entrance. In other cases, the passage is to be given a
separate ground-level entrance. This may be more or
less marked as a building. In both cases, the station’s
entrance must be located and designed so that it is
clear and has a natural relationship to connecting
traffic and movement paths.
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Security, safety, accessibility
Passages above tracks afford travellers a good
overview of a station and make it easy for them to
get their bearings. It is essential for the passage to
have a good level of transparency in order to achieve
this. The passage can provide climate protection
and an indoor feeling. Daylight and lighting are key
elements in the perception of security. The indoor
climate may also encourage non-travellers to use the
passage.

Waiting area with overview
Having an overview combined with an indoor
climate means that many travellers wait on the
bridge for a long time, getting onto the platform just
before the train arrives. This imposes demands on
bridge functionality as a place where people can wait.
At the biggest stations, there must be seating and
information about train departures. Passage sizing
must take into account the number of travellers
waiting, which can build up in various situations.

In terms of the perception of safety, it is important
for the passage to be transparent and to have no
hidden areas. Special attention should be paid to the
location and design of lifts.

Information and tickets
Travellers must be able to view information about
train departures at the entrance to a station before
going up to the bridge via the stairs or lifts. Ticket
vending machines should be placed at the entrance
or on the bridge. The latter may be appropriate if a
station does not have a main entrance and travellers
arrive in equal numbers from both sides.
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Coordination with other flows and functions
It is not as obvious that passages on a bridge lead
to city thoroughfares as in passages running below
tracks. Where there is interest in commercial
activities, such activities must be focused on
travellers. Commercial activities aimed at travellers
waiting on the bridge must be located and designed
so that they do not interfere with primary traveller
information nor become too intrusive.

Wide passage concourses over track and well-designed platform environment, Umeå Östra.
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Information boards must be placed so that they can
be clearly seen and not obstructed by other signs.
Ticket vending machines are to be placed so that
they do not interfere with either traveller flows or
the flow of the general public through the passage.
Ticket vending machines for different operators
must be coordinated so that their function is clear,
and they must be consciously designed.
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3.4

On the platform for departure

Interaction with the platform
Interaction with the platform differs significantly,
depending on whether it is a side platform or a
central platform. On side platforms, travellers can
move along much of the length of the platform.
The location of the entrance and where the station
transitions into a platform can be unclear. This
ambiguity must be resolved using demarcation lines
that indicate where the platform begins and create
entry points. A physical boundary between the side
platform and the surrounding arrival area prevent
vehicles from inadvertently coming out on the
platform, with the inherent risk of ending up on the
tracks. Such barriers must be permanently installed.
On central platforms, interaction is concentrated in a
main entrance with stairs and lifts etc. In this arrival
zone, there must not be any obstacles or fixtures that
impede users and create congestion. Users must be
able to get a quick overview of the area and easily get
on to the platform.
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Entrances on platform
Especially on central platforms, it is important for
the location of stairs and lifts to create an entrance
to the platform that gives a natural spread of people
along the length of the platform. Entrances to the
platform from several sources offer proximity to the
surrounding area and create spread on the platform.
Seasoned travellers, who are not dependent on one
main entrance, are given alternatives and shorter
routes to the platform.
On the platform waiting for a train
Congestion on the platform is avoided through the
use of a design that makes it clear where to go and
where to stand. The platform is divided into different
zones. On the platform, pedestrian areas and
furniture zones can determine whether the platform
roof is supported by one or two pillars. Pedestrian
areas must include guides in order to assist people
who are visually impaired.
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A buffer zone gives the traveller a clear warning
that they are close to the tracks. Buffer zone width
is determined by the highest speed of passing trains.
With new travel patterns, the platform has become
a nexus for multiple station functions, and more and
more travellers are spending more of their waiting
time on the platform. This produces needs and
requirements that must be met on the platform. As
travellers stay longer on the platform, the demand
for platform roofing, shelters and seating increases.
More fixtures and furnishing on the platform
requires clear zoning and guidelines for their
placing and design. If absent, this creates a risk of
congestion in some parts of the platform, while the
opportunities for effective maintenance become less
achievable.

3.5

On the platform upon arrival

PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

Overview
Travellers getting off a train must be able to get a
quick overview of the platform environment and
understand how the platform connection to the exit
is organised.

Waiting area with a good overview of the platform, Kungsbacka

Heading towards the exit
Immediately after disembarking, travellers must
be given information about exits and through
connections. Signs must point the way to the exits.
At commuter stations and remote train terminals,
there may be a very large number of travellers who
will leave the platform at the same time. Lifts and
stairs should be centralised on the platform in order
to reduce walking distances and walking times to
exits. Travellers must be able to safely walk to the
exit while the train runs on. There must be sufficient
space within a safe pedestrian area, preventing
anyone from entering the buffer zone.
The boundary between the pedestrian area and the
buffer zone should be made clear using visual and
tactile markings. Additional actions are set out in the
Swedish Transport Administration’s report ‘Design
of the physical environment at a station for people
with disabilities’.
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3.6

Exit via passage under the tracks

Care and identity
As the passage under the tracks can be the first
interaction with a station/city/town, it is important
for it to be designed in a way that contributes to a
positive and welcoming ‘first contact’. Through
judicious use of materials and lighting, as well as
elements of artistic inspiration, the passage can give
travellers the best possible first impression and give
a station and the town/city a distinct identity.
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A passage with daylight and uniformity of materials creates a
clear direction from the platform, Örnsköldsvik C

PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

Overview, understanding of destination
With an exit under the tracks, the traveller takes
the stairs/lift down below ground, thereby losing
the opportunity for a natural overview. They end up
in a passage that takes them to the station exit, but
sometimes this can also be part of the city’s street
network. Seasoned travellers soon find themselves
getting out into the city, whilst first-time visitors
need support in the form of signs pointing them in the
right direction. The experience of the destination is
also be highly dependent on the light present in the
passage. Daylight in the inner parts of the passage
and from openings provides orientation, whilst light
fittings give a sense of welcome and safety.

Exit via passage above the tracks

Overview and information about exit
The flow of travellers comes via stairs/escalator
or lift up to the bridge that crosses the tracks. The
seasoned traveller quickly looks to move beyond this,
whilst the first-time visitor needs to know where the
passage leads if s/he turns to the right or to the left.
It is often impossible to determine this visually, but
requires clear exit signs and an indication of their
function: e.g. connecting traffic by bus, taxi or pick
up by private car. In terms of connections to other
public transport - train and bus - it is important to
have information for other modes of transport.

Exits and interacting with the town/city
From the passage, travellers take stairs/escalators or
a lift down to ground level and a station exit. When
they leave a station, there should be an arrivals zone,
where relations to connecting traffic are clear, both
visually and through signage. From the arrivals zone,
it must also be possible to get an overview of the
city/town and its system of streets and walkways,
as well as guidance to major local points of interest.
The latter is the responsibility of the local authority
and should be implemented in cooperation between
the local authority and the Swedish Transport
Administration.

PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

3.7

Light and airy stairwell between the platform and bridge,
Umeå East
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4.

Formed station environments - key features

A formed station environment assumes that items such as signs, benches and platform roofs are placed
in a conscious way in their respective environments and are also well-designed objects.
This section provides guidance on how the objects and functions, for which the Swedish Transport
Administration is responsible, must be organised into an entity in order to create formed station
environments. The ambition is for a station environment to consist of a number of well-designed spaces
for travellers to spend time in.
This report will be supplemented with a profile programme in which specially selected functions and
objects will be reported in more detail. These functions and objects are those that, through a definite
design and consistent implementation, promote good economy in construction and operation, while
contributing to the identity and recognition of the environment for which the Swedish Transport
Administration is responsible.
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Clear guidance route on the platform, Hyllie station
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4.1

Platform

The platform is the heart of a station facility. Its
design must take station traffic into account. It must
make all types of traveller feel safe and comfortable
upon arrival and departure.
Sole responsibility for platform design lies with the
Swedish Transport Administration. The platform
is part of an overall station environment where the
Swedish Transport Administration clearly provides
“spaces for travellers” and can create a distinct
identity.
The following section describes how the platform
can be divided into zones, laterally and longitudinally.
It goes on to talk about how finishing, furniture and
various structural elements contribute to a formed
whole.

THE PLATFORM - THE HEART OF A STATION
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4.2

Division across platform

The width of the platform is determined by a number
of factors, such as number of passengers and the
speed of passing trains.
3.

1.

2.

1. ARRIVAL ZONE
2. SERVICE AREAS
3. COMMUNICATION ZONE
4. BORDER BETWEEN THE PLATFORM AND
SURROUNDING
5. PLATFORM

5.

On an central platform, width is defined and
distinct from the surrounding track areas. For a side
platform, width may vary depending on the design
of the surrounding arrivals and buildings. Again, it
is important that the platform area is clearly defined
and demarcated.

4.

Diagram over the station’s sub-areas The platform location within the station facility

NO ELECTRIC OVERHEAD TRANSMISSION LINE
OBJECTS

(L<1 m minimum distance to the inner edge of the protected zone 1.2 m)
(L 1-10 m minimum distance to the inner edge of the protected zone 1.6 m)
(L > 10 m minimum distance to the inner edge of the protected zone 2.0 m)
NUMBER OF PASSENGERS 0.5 m/100 passengers
VEHICULAR TRAFFIC 1 m
WALKWAY 2 m
PROTECTED ZONE
0 - 140 km/h
145 - 200 km/h
205-240 km/h

(1-2 m)
1m
1.5 m
2m

The platform must provide all
types of traveller with safety and
comfort and meet the needs of
the modern traveller.

Division of the platform - measured from the edge of the
platform
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SAFETY ZONE

WARNING LINE

WALKING ZONE
ROUTE MARKER

Towards the tracks, there must always be a safety
zone with a tactile warning line on the part of the
platform where passengers are present.

FURNISHED ZONE

Side platform
In most cases, the side platform connects to the
arrival area at a station and sometimes to a station
building. The boundary between the platform and
the surrounding area is often unclear. This boundary
must be made clear in terms of liability and safety
issues and brought into specific relief. This could be
done by the installation of a wall or canopies in the
boundary. Such measures shall, inter alia, ensure that
no vehicle accidentally runs onto the platform, with
the risk of falling down onto the track. They also act
as control tools, making the traveller flows between
the platform and the surrounding area clear.

Low wall, which can also be used as a seat, and protects
against vehicles being drive up on the platform.

Canopy over the platform, with a screen wall where needed.

Canopy over the platform, combined with a canopy for an
adjacent bus stop, with or without a screen wall.

Three examples of demarcation between the platform and
the surrounding area.

The boundary between the platform
and the surrounding area must be
made clear and prevent unauthorised
vehicles from gaining access to the
platform.
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SAFETY ZONE

WALKING ZONE

FURNISHED ZONE

WARNING LINE

SAFETY ZONE

WALKING ZONE

FURNISHED ZONE
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WARNING LINE

SAFETY ZONE

WARNING LINE

ROUTE MARKER

WALKING ZONE

FURNISHED ZONE

WALKING ZONE
WARNING LINE

SAFETY ZONE
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How passenger flows and furnishings can be
organised on the platform is greatly affected by the
width of the platform and the design of the platform
roof. If the platform roof is supported by pillars in

a central zone, it may result in a single furniture
zone in the middle of the platform. If the width of
the platform permits double lateral columns, there
may be a pedestrian zone in the middle and double,
lateral, furniture zones.

ROUTE MARKER

Basic safety and accessibility are security zones
facing track areas with a tactile warning line towards
the middle of the platform.

Central platform
The central platform is a clearly demarcated area
between two tracks. According to TDOK 2014:686,
the width of the platform is governed by several
factors, and includes a supplementary area governed
by the number of passengers.

4.3

Platform floor

The platform floor must help the traveller understand
how the platform is to be used. It must include a
safety zone in relation to the track area and guide
paths for the visually impaired. The requirements for
these parts of the floor are specified in the Swedish
Transport Administration report – ‘Guidelines for
the design of the physical environment at stations
for people with disabilities’, which deals with
issues such as size and contrast through the use of
colours and tactile surfaces. A floor that provides a
pleasant experience must be able to satisfy the basic
requirements for safety and accessibility, without
giving a too fragmented impression. A design that
uses a few good materials can contribute to a good
entity and a facility that lasts over time and is
optimised for efficient operation and maintenance.

PHOTO: OWE SWANSON

The platform is a place and a space where travellers
can stay for shorter or longer periods of time. In
this space, the floor takes on a special significance.
It is the unifying surface, which in different parts
complements the area with a roof and fixtures for
information and comfort.

Many different materials produce a more divided surface than what is stipulated by the safety and accessibility requirements, Nödinge.

At present, platforms are designed in completely
different ways and often without conscious design
of the entire floor. The issue of the platform as a
cohesive floor must be taken into account during
renovations of existing platforms and construction
of new ones.

The platform floor must satisfy all safety
and accessibility requirements, whilst
being a well-designed and coherent
surface.
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Platform roof

Canopies on the platform - platform roofs - must,
according to TDOK 2013: 0685 2.0, be installed at
stations, classes 1-4.
Platform roofs must provide climate protection
for travellers. They are also support fixtures that
contribute to a healthy environment and the
functionality of the platform. Platform roofs play
a major role in the experience of the platform as a
space and as a delimited area, in which travellers stay.
They are important for operation and maintenance:
e.g. they reduce the need for snow removal and must
be designed to facilitate cleaning.
Platform roofs as independent structures were
developed as railway stations grew larger and
had more tracks with central platforms. Early on,
we established a system with a laminated wood
structure and a central column. This Törebodatak, a
type of pine-wood hut roof, has given the Swedish
railway a specific profile and identity.

After many years of being exposed to the weather,
many of these old roofs are now suffering from decay.
Before too long, a large number of them will need to
be replaced. When remodelling stations that have
these older roofs, time should be taken to consider
whether they can be reconditioned and/or replaced
and supplemented with new copies, which has
happened in a number of projects where the cultural
environment was of particular interest.

Platform roofs must make the
platform a well-designed space. At
stations with platform roofs, the
roofs must, in general terms, run
along the entire length of the
platform.

Where a new roof has to be designed, consideration
must be given to both functionality and a station’s other
architecture. Functionality includes coordinating
installations with signage, loudspeakers, lighting etc.
with the building structure so that together provide
a calm impression and good spatial formation. Pillar
siting, centrally or in double colonnades, determines
the flows and other furniture, and must therefore be
coordinated with the other functions on the platform.
PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

4.4

The spread of roofs down the side must relate to the
trains’ clearance profile and width of the platform so
that they provide protection against rain or snow.
Canopy with wood panelling produces a well designed and
cosy platform area, Uppsala
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4.5

Waiting rooms and shelters

In accordance with TDOK 2013: 0685 2.0, stations
of class 1-3 must have on-platform waiting rooms.
Shelters must be available at all stations. At smaller
class 5 stations that do not have platform roofs,
shelters are of particular importance to the comfort
of travellers who are waiting on the platform.

Standalone waiting areas on platforms must be
transparent, provide space for wheelchairs and be
designed, illuminated and furnished to provide a
warm and welcoming impression. All categories
of traveller must be able to use these waiting areas
throughout the day and to feel comfortable.

Waiting areas may be located adjacent to the platform
connection from passages above or below tracks.
This makes the waiting area the point at which the
traveller interacts with the platform. Such waiting
areas must be designed so that more travellers can
stop and wait without impeding other travellers
in the pedestrian flow between the stairs and the
platform.

Shelters on platforms must be designed to provide
open and unheated protection against rain and wind.
As with waiting rooms, shelters must be transparent
in order to allow travellers to see into the shelter
and to see the platform and arriving trains. Shelters
may have openings to the tracks, to the middle of
the platform, or both, depending on the width of
the platform and how flows and other furniture are
organised.

The specifics of size, furnishing and walkways
relating to persons with disabilities for both waiting
areas and shelters are set out in the report Design
of the physical environment at stations for people
with disabilities. In addition to these requirements,
it is important for the design of buildings and
furnishings to use materials and structures that have
a long service life, given a reasonable amount of
maintenance.

Shelters in plan, schematic examples.

PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

Shelters must be available
at all stations.

Airy, well-lit shelter, Falkenberg Station
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4.6

Division along platform

Platforms contain a large amount of fixtures for
providing travellers with the information and level
of convenience they need. Swedish Transport
Administration’s guidelines Basic functions and
station classes contains tables specifying what
fixtures must be on platforms. If all of these fixtures
are distributed and assembled in a conscious way
along the length of the platform, this contributes to
transparency and recognition, and ensures that the
platform environment is made into a well-designed
whole. Travellers are dispersed along the platform,
making it easier to establish well-functioning
passenger flows at sensitive thoroughfares such
as entrances and stairways. Travellers receive
information when it is most needed. Furniture and
climate protection must be placed so as to provide
a natural indication of where on the platform it is
appropriate and safe to stay while waiting for a train.

Side platform
Organisation of information and furnishing on a
side platform is made easier if platform arrivals are
controlled by a boundary, such as a low wall that also
protects against someone inadvertently driving up
onto the platform. An information zone can then be
adjusted to the openings in such a wall.
A distribution zone is only required if a staircase/lift
connects directly to the platform. On side platforms,
it is common for staircases to terminate at the side of
the platform.

In order to achieve these qualities, here are a few
examples of how, during the planning process, the
side platform and central platform can be divided
into zones, with fixtures and furnishing adapted
to a particular purpose - distribution zones, traffic
information zones and waiting zones.
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DWELL ZONE

TRANSPORT INFORMATION ZONE

DWELL ZONE

TRANSPORT INFORMATION ZONE

Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker

Waste paper basket

Clock

Drink and snack vending machine

Clock

Space for advertising

Sign, station name

Waste paper basket

Sign, station name

Seating

Dynamic transport information

Space for advertising

Dynamic transport information

Shelter

Sign, track number

Seating

Sign, track number

Defibrillator

Sign, carriage position

Shelter

Sign, carriage position

Information board

TRANSPORT
INFORMATION ZONE
Loudspeaker

Schematic plans.
Zone classification along the side platform.
Checklist for equipment. All features are not
available on all station types.

Information board

DISTRIBUTION ZONE
Information sign

TRANSPORT
INFORMATION ZONE
Loudspeaker

Clock

Clock

Sign, station name

Sign, station name

Dynamic transport information

Dynamic transport information

Sign, track number

Sign, track number

Sign, carriage position

Sign, carriage position

Information board

Information board
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Central platform
Central platforms are clearly demarcated in terms of
width and length. Therefore, it is vitally important
for the limited space to be allocated in the best
possible way in order to ensure comfort, safety
and accessibility. The flows on the platform largely
depend on the location of the stairway/lift and if
there are several entrances/exits. The illustrations
show how zoning varies if stairs/lifts are located at
the end of the platform or anywhere on the platform.
Adapting to platform lengths
When zoning and furnishing the platform,
consideration must be given to the trains that usually
pass through a station. In cases where the platform
is longer than the standard train, the extent of the
platform roof and fixtures must have their centre of
gravity in the part of the platform that is used most
frequently and by many travellers.

DWELL ZONE

TRANSPORT
INFO. ZONE

Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker

Waste paper basket

Clock

Space for advertising
Seating
Shelter

DISTRIBUTION ZONE
Information sign

TRANSPORT
INFO. ZONE
Loudspeaker

DWELL ZONE

Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker
Waste paper basket

Sign, station name
Dynamic transport
information
Sign, track number

Sign, station name
Dynamic transport
information
Sign, track number

Space for advertising

Sign, carriage
position

Sign, carriage
position
Information board

Drink and snack vending
machine

Information board
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TRANSPORT
INFO. ZONE

Clock

Information board

Schematic plans.
Zone classification along the central platform.
Checklist for equipment. All features are not available on all station types.
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DIST.
ZONE
Info.
sign

Seating
Shelter

Defibrillator

DIST.
ZONE
Info.
sign

TRANSPORT
INFO. ZONE

TRANSPORT
INFO. ZONE

DWELL ZONE

Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker

Clock
Sign, station name
Dynamic transport
information

Waste paper basket
Space for advertising

Sign, track number
Sign, carriage
position
Information board

Shelter

Clock
Sign, station name
Dynamic transport
information
Sign, track number
Sign, carriage
position
Information board

Seating
Drink and snack vending
machine
Defibrillator

DIST.
ZONE
Info.
sign

Schematic plans.
Zone classification along the central platform.
Checklist for equipment. All features are not available on all station types.
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4.7

SIGNS AND EQUIPMENT ARE
ARRANGED SUCH THAT THEY DO
NOT OBSCURE EACH OTHER.

Waiting zone

The waiting zone is the area on the platform that
contains fixtures that travellers can use to feel
comfortable while waiting for trains. For stations
with a platform roof, the layout of furniture in the
waiting zone is dictated by of the size of the said roof
and by where it is supported by a single central pillar
or a pair of pillars with an intermediate pedestrian
area. In both cases, furniture must be set out so that
safety is ensured, even when there is a train passing
by, that pedestrian flows on the platform are not
impeded and that people who are in the waiting zone
have a good overview of information and signage.

VIEW OF TRANSPORT
INFORMATION FROM
THE SEATING.

WALKING ZONE
FURNISHED ZONE

WALKING ZONE

ALL EQUIPMENT IS COORDINATED
IN THE FURNISHED ZONE.

Dwell zone and furnished zone in the middle of the platform.
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Principles for furnishing a platform with a central column.
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FREE SIGHT ALONG
THE PLATFORM

PEDESTRIAN ZONE
FREE FROM EQUIPMENT

SIGNS AND EQUIPMENT ARE ARRANGED SUCH THAT THEY DO
NOT OBSCURE EACH OTHER.
VIEW OF TRANSPORT
INFORMATION FROM
THE SEATING

The platform must be furnished in a
way that ensures traveller safety and
comfort.

FURNISHED ZONE

WALIKNG ZONE
ALL EQUIPMENT IS COORDINATED IN THE FURNISHED ZONES

FREE SIGHT ALONG THE
PLATFORM

FURNISHED ZONE

PEDESTRIAN ZONE FREE
FROM EQUIPMENT

Principles for furnishing platforms with two columns.

Dwell zone with two-part furnished zone.
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4.8

Order in height

2700 MM
2100 MM
1500 MM

Platform height zoning.

The characteristic feature of a platform is that it is a
long, narrow space. Signs, clocks and other fixtures
and furnishings coincide in perspective along the
platform. In order to create a sense of tranquillity,
clarity and overview, in spite of the amount of visual
stimuli, it is important that all fixtures be adapted to
certain height levels.
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Lighting and illumination of
platforms

Lighting on platforms must be designed with safety
in mind and to make the platform easier to navigate
for people who are visually impaired. These basic
functions are regulated in the TSI and Swedish
Transport Administration guidelines and in addenda
TDOK 2015:0065 and 2015: 0066. These documents
specify a number of requirements, including
light strength requirements expressed in lux, and
requirements in respect of dedicated platform edge
lighting.
Lighting on the platform is important and subject
to requirements in respect of safety, security and
accessibility. In addition, well-designed lighting and
illumination may help to create a positive impression
of a station environment. Lighting and illumination
can actively promote spatial experience on the
platform. Good general lighting brings together the
various zones of the platform. Different functions
and areas can be highlighted using supplementary
lighting.

1.

2.
4.

3.

1. GENERAL LIGHTING
2. ENHANCED LIGHTING OF PLATFORM EDGE
3. POSITION LIGHT THAT MARKS SAFETY ZONE
4. SPACE-CREATING LIGHTING

Lighting outline for platform.

When renovating existing stations or building new
ones, a lighting plan must be drawn up that also
contains proposals with regard to lighting design, in
addition to satisfying requirements and guidelines.
Using such a plan, lighting and illumination can
be seen as a whole and integrated into the overall
design of the entire platform environment and in
relation to the immediate surroundings.

PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

4.9

Space-creating lighting on platform, Rydebäck
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4.10

Platform connection under tracks

For safety reasons, many older stations have been
renovated and given platform connections via
passages under the tracks. This is also a possible
solution when building new stations.

PLATFORM CONNECTION UNDER TRACKS USUALLY
ACTS AS BOTH STATION ENTRANCE AND CONNECTION BETWEEN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE TOWN/
CITY. IT IS POPULATED BY BOTH TRAVELLERS AND
THOSE MOVING AROUND THE TOWN/CITY.

52
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In most cases, platform connections under railway
tracks also involve a connection between the parts
of the city/community located on different sides
of the railway. Properly located and designed, a
passage under the tracks can provide a natural and
comfortable link that, in many cases, also provides
a transit route for cyclists. Passage location has a
significant impact on station function. A central
location along the platform will shorten travellers’
walking times to the right carriage on the train. How
the interior of a passage is designed plays a significant
role in how it is perceived as both a station entrance
and a city thoroughfare.

In the simplest case, the passage is a connection
between two side platforms. There is usually no stair
connection inside such tunnels, although sometimes
there are lifts that go up to the two platforms. These
relatively short and sparsely used tunnels may be
narrower that their standard counterparts. Great
attention must be paid to safety and security. This
includes installing good lighting and eliminating
hidden spaces.

Longer passageways with stair connections inside
the tunnel that lead to one or more central platforms
must have the more distinctive character of a station
entrance. This makes the tunnel an intrinsic part of a
station. Information and fixtures linked to rail travel
may be placed in the tunnel. These station functions
are often combined with a more or less frequented
city thoroughfare.

The feeling of a room inside a tunnel passage is
significantly affected by the ratio between tunnel
length, width and height. No tunnel passage in a
train station should be less than 3 metres in height.
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4.11

Entrance to platform connections
under tracks

A station entrance reached through an under-track
tunnel must be highlighted as a destination. The
connection to the city is implemented using ramps
and stairs. These will naturally lead to, and present
the tunnel as a station entrance. In conjunction
with surrounding parties, stairs and ramps must be
produced in a design and using materials warranted
by the location and function of the hub.
A tunnel entrance must be designed in an inviting
way. In each individual case, consideration must
be given to whether, and how the tunnel may be
presented as being the entrance to a station and
highlight the railway.

Bollnäs

Uppsala

In these two stations with passages under the tracks, it is clear that the ramps and staircase connections affect large areas
outside the tunnel passage.

A station entrance in a passage
below tracks must be made clear in
its environment and designed as a
gateway to that station.
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WELL-DESIGNED STATION ENTRANCE WITH
CHARACTER, WELL THOUGHT-OUT FORM
AND MATERIAL IS OF GREAT SIGNIFICANCE
FOR THE ENTIRE STATION ENVIRONMENT

CLEARLY ADVERTISED
STATION ENTRANCE

STATION AND AREA
INFORMATION LOCATED
ADJACENT TO THE STATION
ENTRANCE, BUT OUT OF THE
WAY OF PEOPLE CIRCULATION.

THE STATION CLOCK HELPS
IN MAKING THE STATION
ENTRANCE PROMINENT

SUPPORT WALLS ARE
DESIGNED AS CITY
WALLS WITH GOOD
MATERIAL

PATH TOWARD THE
STATION ENTRANCE
IS PAVED WITH GOOD
MATERIAL

WELL ILLUMINATED
ROAD TO THE STATION

Clarity and attention in connections and at the station entrance

EASILY ACCESSIBLE WALKWAY
WITH FREE SIGHT AND A STRAIGHT
MOVEMENT TOWARD THE ENTRANCE.
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WELL ILLUMINATED STATION
AREA, WHERE ACCESS TO
DAYLIGHT IS POSSIBLE
IN CASES WHERE ADVERTISING SPACE
IS RENTED OUT, THE ADVERTISEMENTS
SHOULD BE PLACED ALONG THE DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT SO AS TO NOT
OBSTRUCT SIGHT AND INTERRUPT PEOPLE
CIRCULATION, AND IS PLACED QUITE
SEPARATE FROM THE TRANSPORT INFORMATION AND OTHER SIGNS.

TRANSPORT INFORMATION CLEARLY SORTED
AT EACH RISE

4.12

HIDDEN CORNERS
AND NICHES ARE
AVOIDED
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FREE SIGHT THROUGHOUT THE TUNNEL
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GLAZED LIFTS AND LIFT
SHAFTS FOR GOOD SIGHT
AND TRANSPARENCY

Areas and passages with multiple
functions

In a smaller tunnel, a station entrance and city
thoroughfare may occupy the same space. In wider
tunnels, these flows must be separated. In that case it
is also a good idea to separate cyclists and pedestrians.
This can be done by marking different lanes on the
floor of the tunnel, possibly separating the lanes using
kerbstones and/or railings. Collaboration with the
local authority and a clear division of responsibility
in respect of construction and operation are essential
in order to achieve good holistic solutions.
Rounded corners at staircases contribute to visibility
and safety in the tunnel area. For the same reasons,
lift walls must be transparent.

INFO.
ZONE

DWELL ZONE

INFO.
ZONE

INFO.
ZONE

DWELL ZONE

INFO.
ZONE

INFO.
ZONE

INFO.
ZONE

DWELL ZONE

WALKING ZONE
Loudspeaker
WALKWAY
INFO. ZONE
INFO.
ZONE

DWELL ZONE

INFO. ZONE
INFO.
ZONE

DWELL ZONE

INFO.
ZONE

Sign, track
number
Dyn. transport
information

Waste
paper basket
Seating

Info. board
Dyn. transport
information
Ticket vending
machine

Defibrillator
INFO. ZONE

DWELL ZONE
DWELL ZONE
Clock
Info. board

Waste
paper basket
Seating

INFO.
ZONE
Clock
Dyn. transport
information

DWELL ZONE

INFO. ZONE

DWELL ZONE

INFO.
ZONE

Waste
paper basket

Sign, track
number
Info. board

Info. board
Dyn. transport
information
Ticket vending
machine

Seating

Station areas under the tracks.

INFO. ZONE

DWELL
ZONE

INFO.
ZONE

INFO.
ZONE

DWELL ZONE

INFO.
ZONE

INFO.
ZONE

DWELL
ZONE

STATION AREA

INFO.
ZONE

INFO. ZONE

WALKING ZONE
WALKING ZONE

Loudspeaker
Defibrillator

INFO. ZONE

INFO. ZONE
WALKWAY

BICYCLE LANE
INFO.
ZONE

DWELL ZONE

Info. board
Dyn. transport
information
Ticket vending
machine

Waste
paper basket
Seating

INFO.
ZONE

INFO.
ZONE

Sign, track
number
Dyn. transport
information

DWELL ZONE

Clock
Info. board

Station areas and city passage under the tracks.

Waste
paper basket
Seating

INFO.
ZONE
Clock
Dyn. transport
information

INFO.
ZONE
Sign, track
number
Info. board

DWELL ZONE
Waste
paper basket
Seating
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Info. board
Dyn. transport
information
Ticket vending
machine

STATION AREA

CITY PASSAGE

Schematic plans
Example of zone classification and equipment
All features are not available for all station types.
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4.13

Lighting and illumination - passages
under tracks
The qualities of the daylight must be
utilized in the passage.

Lighting and illumination are especially important
in a passage under tracks. Correctly designed,
light enables the passage to be perceived more as
a concourse and urban space than as a tunnel. If
daylight can be directed into the passage, it must be
used to further contribute to the sense of security
and deliver a positive spatial experience.
Lighting and illumination must interact with paint,
materials and any artistic processing of the passage
to form a well-designed entity. This requires close
collaboration with the local authority in order
to allow a station entrance/concourses and city
thoroughfares/urban spaces to come together and
produce such an entity.
In addition to the lighting measures prescribed
by requirements and guidelines, as well as good
general lighting, consciously designed illumination
must provide guidance, and highlight functions
that are important to travellers. Such lighting may
be installed near lifts and ticket vending machines.
Passages under tracks must be provided with
fittings that are tamper-proof. Functional lighting is
essential to create a sense of safety in the passage.
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1.
2.

1. GENERAL LIGHTING
2. NATURAL LIGHT FROM SKYLIGHTS

Lighting principle for passage under tracks.
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PHOTO: HENRIK RUNDQUIST

Natural daylight, brought in through skylights, and artificial light combine to make the passage inviting and clear, Malmö C
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4.14

Platform connections above tracks

PLATFORM CONNECTION ABOVE TRACKS

60
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Platform connections via a footbridge over the
tracks is one way of ensuring safe flows both when
renovating existing stations and when building new
ones.
In the simplest case, a footbridge forms a connection
between two side platforms. Such bridges only act as
a connection as there is no palpable reason for users
to wait there.
A footbridge that connects one or more central
platforms forms a clear part of the railway station as
a whole, providing services to travellers.
In both the simpler form of connection and the more
developed concourse area, the bridge may also serve
as an urban connection, carrying flows of people
who are not station users. However, these bridges
must always be placed so that travellers benefit from
a short and simple route to their trains.
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ACCESS FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT,
TAXI AND CARS ADJACENT TO THE
STATION ENTRANCE

CLEARLY ADVERTISED
STATION ENTRANCE

4.15

THE BORDER TO THE SIDE PLATFORM
IS DESIGNED SUCH THAT UNAUTHORISED VEHICLES ARE PREVENTED.

THE PASSAGE ABOVE THE TRACKS IS QUITE VISIBLE
AND NOT HIDDEN BY SURROUNDING ELEMENTS
SUCH AS THE BUS STOP CANOPY, WHICH FACILITATES
ORIENTATION TO AND FROM THE STATION.

Passage over the tracks.
CLEARLY ADVERTISED
STATION ENTRANCE

WELL ILLUMINATED
ROAD TO THE STATION

THE BORDER TO THE SIDE PLATFORM IS
DESIGNED SUCH THAT UNAUTHORISED
VEHICLES ARE PREVENTED.

Entrance to platform connections 		
above tracks

A platform connection above the tracks turns a
station into more of a building. Its stair connection
and bridge may be highlighted or made less
noticeable. In instances where a staircase/bridge
forms a prominent feature of the overall design, it
is particularly important to consider how a station
entrance is located and structured in order to
highlight a station and interact with the cityscape
with roads leading to it. Otherwise, the entrance
risks being swallowed up as an insignificant part of
a large structure, a design that creates significant
difficulties for travellers looking to board trains.
The connection to the bridge can be incorporated
into a new or existing building. The entrance to the
connection can then be used to highlight the station.
In many cases, the existing old station buildings
can be used so that the already established station
entrance can continue to fulfil its function.

ACCESS FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT, TAXI
AND CARS ADJACENT TO THE STATION
ENTRANCE

Pedestrian and bicycle bridge above the tracks with adjacent staircase to the station’s platforms.
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THE ENTRANCE IS QUITE VISIBLE AND
NOT HIDDEN BY SURROUNDING ELEMENTS SUCH AS THE BUS STOP CANOPY,
WHICH FACILITATES ORIENTATION TO
AND FROM THE STATION.

CLEARLY ADVERTISED
STATION ENTRANCE

THE BORDER AGAINST THE
TRACKS IS DESIGNED SUCH THAT
UNAUTHORISED VEHICLES ARE
PREVENTED.

CLEARLY ADVERTISED
STATION ENTRANCE

ACCESS FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT, TAXI
AND CARS ADJACENT TO THE STATION ENTRANCE

THE ENTRANCE IS VISIBLE AND IS NOT
HIDDEN BY ANY SURROUNDING ELEMENTS SUCH AS A BUS-STOP CANOPY,
WHICH FACILITATES ORIENTATION TO
AND FROM THE STATION.

WITH THE ENTRANCE TURNED TOWARD
THE SURROUNDING, THE STATION BUILDING WORKS AS A CITY PASSAGE, AND
ALSO BECOMES A NATURAL MEETING
PLACE IN THE CITY.

The passage above the tracks can become a building, with the possibility of services.
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GLAZED PARTITIONS ADJACENT TO
THE DWELL ZONE PROVIDE GOOD
SIGHT OVER THE PLATFORM AND
TRAIN TRAFFIC.

TRANSPARENCY ENABLES AVOIDING HIDDEN
CORNERS
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GOOD VIEW OF TRANSPORT INFORMATION
FROM THE SEATING

TRANSPORT INFORMATION,
POSSIBLY SORTED AT EACH
DESCENT

FREE SIGHT THROUGHOUT THE PASSAGE.
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CAREFUL SELECTION OF
FLOOR MATERIAL ADDS TO
THE ENVIRONMENT IN THE
ROOM

TICKET MACHINES ARE QUITE
VISIBLE BUT OUT OF THE WAY FOR
PEOPLE CIRCULATION

4.16

Footbridge and concourses

Early on in the process of new construction and
renovation of stations with passages above tracks,
efforts must be made to clearly define the role
the passage has for travellers. If the passage is to
function as a waiting area, it must be programmed
and designed as a well-functioning and beautiful
concourse.
The walls of the passage must be largely glazed in
order to provide a good overview of platforms and
trains. Great care must be paid to the choice of
materials and the design of the floor and ceiling

PHOTO: KASPER DUDZIK

In stations that act principally as commuter stations,
passages above the tracks constitute a rapid
connection that does not require waiting areas. In
stations with different types of train service and
changes, the passage may require space for waiting,
ticket vending machines and information points,
investing it with the nature of a concourse. It is
here that travellers wait for their departures and
the arrival of trains, on which they will continue
their journeys. The role of the bridge as a concourse
becomes even more apparent when it is not
connected to a station building that has waiting
areas and passenger services.

Airy connecting corridor and lifts create a good overview, Surte

in order to give the area warmth and human scale.
The location and design of waiting areas must take
into account the estimated number of travellers in
normal circumstances and take into account any
potential disruption of train services.
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DWELL ZONE

WALKING ZONE
Loudspeaker
INFO. ZONE

INFO. ZONE

INFO. ZONE

INFO. ZONE

Defibrillator
info. sign

DWELL ZONE

WALKING ZONE
Loudspeaker
Defibrillator
info. sign

INFORMATIONSZON

INFO. ZONE

WALKWAY

DWELL ZONE

Clock
Sign, track
number
Info. board
Dynamic transport
information
Ticket vending
machine

UPPEHÅLLSZON
Waste paper basket
Seating

INFORMATIONSZON
Clock
Sign, track
number
Info. board
Dynamic transport
information

Schematic plans
Example of zone classification and equipment
All features are not available for all station types.
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UPPEHÅLLSZON
Waste paper basket
Seating

INFORMATIONSZON
Clock
Sign, track
number
Info. board
Dynamic transport
information
Ticket vending
machine
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A uniform volume with connections and mingling areas above tracks creates a clear concourse and overview, Umeå Östra
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4.17

Lighting and illumination - passage
above tracks
2.

1.

Passages above tracks must have glazed walls to the
extent that daylight provides basic lighting during
the day. At night, and when the ambient daylight
is not sufficient, basic lighting must be provided by
light fittings in the passage.
1. GENERAL LIGHTING
2. DAYLIGHT FROM GLASS WALLS

In addition to good general lighting, waiting areas
with benches must also be furnished with good
reading light. Where other services for travellers
are available (e.g. ticket vending machines), such
services must be highlighted with lighting.
A glazed passage is perceived differently during
daylight hours and at night. The walls that are
transparent during the day become dark walls
when the lights go on at night. The positioning
of light fittings and the nature of the light those
fittings generate must enable travellers to use the
illuminated platform, even at night. Glare and
reflections in glazed walls must be avoided by the
use of directional light fittings.
Illuminated passages above the tracks have a special
impact on the cityscape at night. There is reason
to include this aspect in the work of lighting and
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Lighting diagram for passages above track.

illumination. By employing conscious design, the
passage acts as a supplement to the total light picture
of the city.
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Bright and uniform signed passage with clear paths, Umeå Östra
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Simple, transparent and well-designed passage above tracks, Nödinge
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